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Radiography and radiology are vital to the health care profession, offering many non-invasive radiographic techniques that provide detailed information about what underlies superficial skin. Radiographic findings combined with clinical information enable clinicians to make an accurate diagnosis. For two-dimensional radiographs, one easily notices that the direction/orientation is crucial and must not be mistaken. One example of a dichotomy in orientation is ‘radiological’ versus ‘neurological’ conventions. In dentistry, we routinely view images according to ‘radiological’ convention (‘right is left’), as if we are looking at the patient face-to-face. On the contrary, ‘neurological’ convention dictates that ‘right is right’, as commonly adopted for images from neuroimaging studies such as functional magnetic resonance imaging.1 This dichotomy is so renowned that the images are usually labelled ‘radiological’ or ‘neurological’ convention when an article is interdisciplinary.2

Sometimes, medical radiographs are an eccentric projection instead of an orthoradial projection. In other words, the X-ray beam comes from an oblique direction. For example, when a sternoclavicular joint injury is suspected, radiologists may prescribe a serendipity view where the X-ray beam is ‘tilted 40 degrees cephalic off vertical’ in order to visualise the joint.3,4 To achieve the tilt, radiographers will shift/translate the whole tube head in a caudal direction, and then rotate the tube such that it points in a cephalic direction. It is easily recognised that the direction is ‘tube tilt’, instead of ‘tube shift’. This convention was established after Kitty Clark published the first edition of the famous textbook, Clark’s positioning in radiography, in 19395 that has been widely used by students in the health care sector.6

Occasionally, medical radiographs are an eccentric projection instead of an orthoradial projection. In other words, the X-ray beam comes from an oblique direction. For example, when a sternoclavicular joint injury is suspected, radiologists may prescribe a serendipity view where the X-ray beam is ‘tilted 40 degrees cephalic off vertical’ in order to visualise the joint.3,4 To achieve the tilt, radiographers will shift/translate the whole tube head in a caudal direction, and then rotate the tube such that it points in a cephalic direction. It is easily recognised that the direction is ‘tube tilt’, instead of ‘tube shift’. This convention was established after Kitty Clark published the first edition of the famous textbook, Clark’s positioning in radiography, in 19395 that has been widely used by students in the health care sector.6

Eccentric projections are also useful in dental radiography. In 1910, Charles Clark described the famous ‘Clark rule’ to employ eccentric projections, together with an orthoradial projection, to localise un-erupted teeth. Albert Richards simplified the procedure and renamed it the ‘buccal object rule’7. In essence, the un-erupted tooth will move in an opposite direction to the ‘tube shift’. This is also widely taught as the ‘tube shift technique’ and ‘SLOB (same side lingual, opposite side buccal) rule’.8,9

In this scenario one recognises that dentists, in applying eccentric projections, respect the direction of ‘tube shift’ whereas medical radiologists and radiographers respect that of ‘tube tilt’. Confusion may potentially arise when such communications are interdisciplinary. When a radiographer takes the eccentric projected images for the prescribing dentist, they may have a different understanding of the prescription of ‘shift’, be it ‘mesial shift (equivalent to distal tilt)’ or ‘distal shift (equivalent to mesial tilt)’, especially when there is limited or no previous experience with dental radiography, such as the situation in Hong Kong.

For example, to plan for surgical extraction of an impacted upper right premolar tooth, a dentist may prescribe a periapical radiograph with orthoradial projection, and another one with ‘mesial shift’. If the impacted premolar appears to move mesially in the ‘shifted’ image, which is in the same direction as the tube shift, one can see that the impacted tooth is situated on the palatal side. If, however, the radiographer who takes the images has limited dental radiography knowledge, he/she may take the eccentric projection in the opposite direction (‘mesial tilt’). The prescribing dentist will then believe the image is ‘mesially shifted’ and that the impacted tooth moves distally, and is situated on the buccal side. This may lead to surgery being performed on the wrong side. The situation may be even more complicated if a medical radiologist is involved in diagnosis and treatment planning, such as in surgery to remove a deeply impacted tooth or to resect one root of an infected multi-rooted posterior tooth.

The above discussion highlights the heterogeneity of domain languages and conventions used by dentists and by medical doctors/radiographers. The former assumes that eccentric projections are taken according to their prescription that respects the direction of ‘shift’, but the latter may take or interpret the eccentric projection images with respect to the direction of ‘tilt’. Practitioners
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and dental academic staff should be aware of this discrepancy and avoid misunderstanding of the prescription of radiographs. To minimise the risks, the concepts of ‘tube shift’ and ‘tube tilt’ should be explained and emphasised to radiology staff wherever there is frequent cross-collaboration between medicine and dentistry. Another way is to apply the ‘tube shift technique’ with two different imaging methods, for example, an occlusal view plus a panoramic view, instead of a pair of periapical films in ‘parallax’. As both occlusal and panoramic views can be taken using standardised procedures, it is unlikely anyone will misunderstand the direction of the X-ray. In addition, the risk of misunderstanding can be eliminated by the prescription of small-volume three-dimensional imaging such as cone-beam computed tomography, provided that it is available and suitable. In future, it may be beneficial to highlight such discrepancy in the terminology during undergraduate teaching of radiography or radiology.
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